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of modern scholarship (and Livy) with Flamininus, Philip, and Antiochus, 
the main thrust of Roman Imperialism after the Second Punic War was in 
Cisalpine Gaul and Liguria. The years in which Roman armies fought east 
of the Adriatic were few, but campaigns in Gaul, Liguria, and Spain continued 
the annual pattern of warfare. E. touches often on Roman settlement of 
Gallic territory, but tends to emphasise the military side of such acts as 
Flaminius's bill of 232 and the founding of the colonies at Cremona and 
Placentia at the expense of a theme that takes one closer to the heart of 
Roman Imperialism: the confiscated Gallic territory provided land on which 
impoverished Romans could be settled. Desire for land had already been an 

important factor in the conquest of southern Italy; here once again we see 
the affinities of the imperialism practised by Rome both before and after 
the First Punic War. (For brief but perceptive remarks on Gaul and Spain, 
see F. G. B. Millar,JRS 74[1984] 1.) 

Although I have some reservations about Eckstein's approach to his 
subject, I enjoyed reading this book, and anyone concerned with Rome's 
wars between 264 and 194 B.C. would be ill advised to ignore it. 

S. P. OAKLEY 
EMMANUEL COLLEGE, CAMBRIDGE 

MICHAEL C. J. PUTNAM, Artifices of Eternity: Horace's Fourth Book of Odes. 
Ithaca and London, Cornell University Press, 1986. Pp. 352. $25.00. 

This volume presents the first of Cornell's Townsend Lectures, inau- 
gurated by Michael Putnam in 1985. It would be difficult to imagine a more 
welcome subject explored by a more sensitive scholar. We focus first on the 
broad outline of Odes 4: Venus is the second word of 4.1, Veneris the 
penultimate word of 4.15. The framing marks direction: 4.1 addresses Venus 
as mistress of love-making; 4.15, which turns to the renewal of Rome, is 
about music-making. The personal vocative in 4.1 gives way to the genitive, 
Veneris: Venus hands us on, through birth, to the Roman descendants of 
Aeneas. Book 4 thus takes us from private eroticism outward into the world 
at large. For Putnam this perception of private voices as they grow into 
public song is moving: the encroachment of time upon the individual, and 
his increasing awareness of physical limitations, are superseded by the 
spiritual energy which derives from greater horizons. The singer is a medium, 
granted energy by "Apollo," by those subjects which draw him toward a 
vision which measures permanence and the power of renewal against what 
is transitory and subject to decline. The shadows among which our com- 
mentator has guided his readers in previous studies of the Eclogues, Georgics, 
and Aeneid, have by the time of Horace's last book of odes receded into the 
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past. It was the commission to compose the Carmen Saeculare, Putnam 

suggests-to pray for a nation-that placed upon Horace responsibility for 

reviewing the richness of the present and caused him to open his heart 
toward the future. 

Putnam's interpretation of the Venus-Veneris in Odes 4 is well taken. 
The lively Callimachean subversion of a foregoing element by its repetition, 
when this idiom was extended in Latin literature to framing elements in a 
work, brought their poetic edifice to collapse inward upon itself. Lucretius 
overturns Venus' arrival at the opening of his tract by having the plague, 
likewise borne through the air, give the tribes of living things over to death 
at his poem's conclusion. The elegiac framing of Tibullus' second book 
moves from the starlit night of the rustic festival in 2.1, to the nightmare 
which haunts Nemesis at the end of 2.6. In Horace's own work, we may 
remember Epode 2, where the fond dream of being free from debt, four 
lines from the beginning, is overturned by the revelation, four lines before 
the end, that the speaker is a userer who has been playing with us all along. 
Odes 4 breaks free from so tight a confinement, and in the beautiful final 
future tense, canemus, widens before us a view without limit. 

Five triads structure Odes 4. In each set, three poems lead us from a 
sense of personal loss to consider the role of poetry, in the abstract at first 
but then also applied to the Augustan present. The transitions are adroit. 
In 4.1, Horace grasps after Ligurinus, for whom Putnam provocatively 
proposes descent from Cycnus (Ligurinus then becomes, as it were, Venus' 
swan, tightening the poetic economy of ode 1). Pursuit of the flying Ligurinus 
leads to the evocation of Icarus in the first verses of 4.2, who models the 
fate of the overreacher who would take on too demanding a task for his 

ability: Horace spins a recusatio from this vantage, bringing the flyer crashing 
into the sea (vitreo ponto) which, from Callimachus on, was the proper place 
of destruction for poetic talents trying to emulate Homer or Pindar. Horace 
has shown great inventiveness in this modulation from erotic pursuit to 
artistic destruction (Horace writes that his chase after Ligurinus is per aquas 
volubilis, 'through swirling waters'). The recusatio concludes, as is common, 
with the poet's offer of a humble gift. Horace vows a single bullock whose 

curving horns are like the moon's crescent, a suitable image to reflect the 

lordly Sun in whose likeness Augustus shines for Rome. This picture is 
before us when we turn to 4.3 at whose opening Melpomene blesses birth 
with tranquil light (nascentem placido lumine). Where 4.2-a recusatio-took 

up the issue of poetic form, 4.3 places Horace in relationship to Rome. 
Putnam cites the transition in 4.3 from Greece to Rome to Horace's unique 
position in the groves of the Tiber, an icon or image, for his people, of 

peace. Since Greece and the poetry of Pindar occupy pride of place in 4.2, 
the two odes, 4.2-3, are closely related as they incorporate a development 
leading from ancient mythology in the east, to Rome, to Horace's person as 
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a monument amid the woods and waters of Italy. It is good, now that we 
have the analysis of Santirocco of such linkings for Odes 1-3 (Unity and Design 
in Horace's Odes [Chapel Hill 1986]), to observe Putnam's attentiveness to the 
harmonization of adjacent poems in Book Four. 

It is argued, further, that in the five triads which make up the fifteen 
odes of this book, all beginning poems have something in common, just as 
the middle members of each group share in the role they play vis-a-vis the 
opening and concluding selections of their several units. The opening poems 
of personal loss include Horace's frustration with Ligurinus (4.1), time's 

bringing of loss to humankind (4.7), Ligurinus' future devastation when he 
will see the deterioration of his beauty in his mirror (4.10), Lyce's crumbling 
body (4.13), and-with variation-the words of Hannibal in 4.4, defeated by 
Rome. The middle odes, which set poetry against human vulnerability, are 
4.2, on the might of Pindar and of Augustus as the Sun; 4.5, framed by dies 
and sol and by the invocation dux bone, again on the light Augustus sheds 
upon his people and on the songs of a nation; 4.8, to which the first 

Asclepiadean gives a monumentalizing form, on carmina as victors over the 
decay of the physical world described in 4.7; 4.11, on Maecenas' birthday 
festival and the song of Phyllis, set against the losses of Ligurinus in 4.10 
and, implicitly, of Horace himself in 4.11; 4.14, on the vision of poetry cast 
out over the deeds of Augustus and his family. Such a movement from what 
is more negative or painful toward greater distance gained in the contem- 
plation of song is therefore worked out in each smaller section of the whole 
book, as well as it is conceived programmatically in the alteration from the 
vocative Venus to the genitive Veneris in Horace's articulating framework for 
Odes 4. 

The overall design of the book passes us from Horace's reflections 
upon himself as a poet of love or of Rome (1-3), as a poet of political 
ambiguities toward Roman military might (Putnam brings this out well in 
ode 4) or as an immortalizer of the new Augustan future (adaptation of 
Ennius, and with him, of Lucretius, makes of odes 5-6 springtime poems). 
The thoughts of vanishing storms, calm breezes, and of spring, which figure 
at the beginning of 5 and 6 set the stage for the ode on the dispersion 
inherent in life (brilliantly shaped in 4.7, where, in the words ver proterit 
aestas, the neuter ver stands as a nominative for the briefest moment, as 
spring comes forward, only to change itself into the accusative of proterit, as 
summer comes tramping in; the martial cadence of the verb is established 
in one of the several helpful word studies Putnam offers throughout his 
discussions). 4.8-9 offer defences of poetry which are more intellectual than 
radiant in the manner of ode 5. The examples of personal decay contained 
in odes 10-11, and 13 are punctuated nicely by reference, in ode 12, to a 
season of "thirst." Onians, The Origins of European Thought, has many fine 
pages on the connection between thirst and death. The compelling image 
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running through this part of the text is of blackness, of black fires, of ashes. 
Horace, having reached a high level of reassurance for his readers in the 

Augustan spring of 5 and 6 involves us, after ode 7, in a deepening sense 
of the decline which awaits each of us. His return, in the last two poems, to 
the general mood of odes 4 and 5 is therefore the more significant. As we 
shall see, ode 15 tops ode 5. 

4.15 is given a spacious and leisurely examination, as it deserves. 
Putnam makes the excellent point that Horace has written a recusatio unlike 

any other on record. The poet will not sail through the "Tuscan Sea": we 
understand his negative feelings for the end of the 40s B.C. But where the 

poet's refusal should turn away from the rejected topic, we find that Horace 
is, after all, going to celebrate Rome. In a striking innovation, Horace turns 
the format of the recusatio to draw a distinction between the past with its 
civil wars and the Augustan present and future. This, as I mentioned above, 

goes beyond the carefully bounded structure of ode 5, at whose conclusion, 
we find sunset and the limits of light. The final poem, by contrast, opens 
outward and, as we have noticed, speaks of ongoing song. Horace's last word 
has been much admired as one of the rare expressions in antiquity of 

complete integration and harmonization for the human heart (we may 
perhaps compare Sophocles' profound description of Oedipus' farewell and 

passing in the O.C.). Putnam meets the challenge, eliciting the precise tonality 
which makes of his performance of this music all that we have come prepared 
to praise. 

WILLIAM R. NETHERCUT 
UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN 

DIETER NORR, Causa Mortis: Auf den Spuren einer Redewendung. Minchen, 
1986. Pp. x + 238. (Miinchner Beitrage zur Papyrusforschung und antiken 

Rechtsgeschichte, H. 80.) 

This important and elegantly conceived monograph casts new light on 
a major problem of Roman law. The Lex Aquilia, a statute probably dating 
from the early third century B.C., provides in its first chapter that anyone 
who "unrightfully kills" (iniuria occiderit) another's slave or herd animal shall 

compensate the owner for the loss. 
In classical Roman law, the verb occidere in this statute is interpreted 

narrowly and somewhat surprisingly; it is taken to imply killing through 
direct physical assault, such as an attack with one's hands or with a weapon. 
A defendant who has not killed in this narrow sense is not liable under the 
Lex Aquilia; instead, the Roman jurists often grant an "analogous action" 

(actio utilis or actio in factum) that is modelled on the direct Aquilian action, 
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